
Nodeum is an innovative storage data management software which unify business pipelines and storage 
tiers. This allows the transformation of infrastructure to be hybrid and combine NAS, Object, Cloud and Tapes 
Storages into one solution. 

It enables users to store and retrieve massive amounts of data easily. The interface is easy-to-use, intuitive 
and provide a 360° view of all of your storage. Furthermore the application has an intelligent catalogue. With 
metadata, you classify and organize your data to improve searches. The use of different storage technologies 
provides advanced transportability and storage functionalities at a low TCO. Nodeum is the solution to antici-
pate the upcoming and rapid growth of digital data.

At Nodeum, we don’t just care about Storage & Data Management. 
We care about your autonomy and your agility. 

NODEUM’S INNOVATIVE STORAGE DATA MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 
PROVIDES THE FOLLOWING UNIQUE FEATURES

Hybrid Storage Management 
(NAS, Object, Cloud, Tape)

TCO Simulator

Policy-Based Workflow Manager

Public RESTful API

Reporting & Analysis

Software-Defined

Searchable content catalog

Highly Scalable

Intuitive Interface

Integration with Cloud 
ML/AI platforms

Metadata Management



Explosion of data volumes
The evolution of the amount and resolution of digital media is taking place 
at breakneck speed in the world of production and post-production.  So, a 
complete rethink is needed regarding the storage and archival capabilities of 
systems currently in use.

The amount of data to b&e stored, archived and managed by post-production 
after a shoot has become enormous. When you add duplication, conversion, 
encoding and other workflows tasks, the need for a better solution becomes 
obvious.  It is said that in the coming years the media industry will create more 
than one Exabyte (1 million Terabyte) per year and many even see that as a 
conservative prediction.

Nodeum responds to this explosive demand for large-scale storage and data 
archival with a highly innovative solution that is tailored to the needs of the 
media and entertainment market.
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To know more about the advantages that  
your environment can gain from Nodeum,  

visit www.nodeum.io and  
send an email to sales@nodeum.io  

to request a demo.

Discover right now Nodeum. 
Follow this link and start the adventure 

wiht Nodeum. !

www.nodeum.io

Contact
Further information on NODEUM.IO & sales@nodeum.io Recognized as top storage solution provider in 2016 by The CIO 

Review magazine

Recognized as the company to watch in 2016 by The Silicon Review 
magazine

NODEUM is certified LTFS by the LTO Program

H.Q. Office
  
  +32 4 264 03 94

US Sales Office

  +1 415 366 6640


